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“As first-time home buyers, virtually looking from 
another market we could have not been paired with a 
better agent than Jennifer. She gave us insider insights 
on which parts of town would suit our needs and set up 
a meticulously organized schedule for my husband to 
capitalize on his limited time on the ground for viewings. 
Jen and the team at Bradford have made our remote 
purchase a breeze and we couldn't be happier as they've 
gone above and beyond even past the close.” 

  - Jessica B. 
  Nashville, TN 
 
 

“Jen and the entire Bradford team are top notch! This 
was our first time building a house, and Jen helped make 
that process smooth and low stress. Specifically, she was 
quick to remedy a few builder hiccups along the way. She 
has been there every step of the way and is always quick 
to respond any time I needed her help or guidance. Jen 
and the Bradford team also helped us sell our current 
home. The process was incredibly fast, smooth, and 
efficient. Jen is kind, intelligent, and truly cares about her 
clients. I truly cannot say enough good things about Jen 
and the team! They were always one step ahead, 
preparing us for what came next which made everything 
seamless from start to finish. Highly recommend and will 
definitely be using Jen and Bradford Real Estate again in 
the years to come! My husband and I are so incredibly 
grateful for all of the hard work that was put into making 
our dreams reality!” 
 
- Misty B.  
  Franklin, TN 

 
 

 
“I cannot recommend Jennifer enough! After relocating 
to TN from Utah we needed someone to help us get 
familiar with the area and find the perfect home for our 
family. I’m so glad we found Jen and she was able to 
help us get settled in a new state. She made a stressful 
time in our lives feel a little more manageable. Jen is 
very knowledgeable and attentive and she made us feel 
so comfortable with the whole buying process. She is so 
personable and sweet and we loved working with her! 
10/10 would recommend!” 

- Brynna C. 
  Nashville, TN 

 
“What do you say when you are blown away by the 
people and service skills of a realtor in today's day and 
age? Simply... with a heartfelt and grateful, thank you, 
Jen Fought! Most of us have had the experience of 
working with realtors where the main mission is a 
commission, not the customer. Not so with Jen and the 
great team at Bradford Real Estate. We found Jen to be 
approachable, likable, a great listener, and, extremely 
professional with a desire to go above and beyond in 
serving her clients. With absolutely no question, Jen, and, 
her team, have the necessary skill set to serve you with 
excellence in any real estate transaction. We highly 
recommend you contact her... today!” 

- Randy H. 
  Franklin, TN 

 
 
“Our experience as first-time homeowners was amazing 
working with Jennifer Fought. She is friendly, attentive, 
very knowledgeable and always made herself available to 
answer all of our questions and set up viewings. She had 
our backs during our contract negotiations, walked us 
through the entire process from start to finish and has 
continued to be a tremendous resource and support to us 
even after closing. We are so grateful to her and the 
entire Bradford team for their guidance and helping us to 
achieve purchasing our dream home!” 
 

- Omar & Karina A. 
  Mount Juliet, TN
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